Stochastic context-free grammars (SCFGs) are applied to the problems of folding, aligning and modeling families of tRNA sequences. SCFGs capture the sequences' common primary and secondary structure and generalize the hidden Markov models (HMMs) used in related work on protein and DNA. Results show that after having been trained on as few as 20 tRNA sequences from only two tRNA subfamilies (mitochondrial and cytoplasmic), the model can discern general tRNA from similar-length RNA sequences of other kinds, can find secondary structure of new tRNA sequences, and can produce multiple alignments of large sets of tRNA sequences. Our results suggest potential improvements in the alignments of the D-and T-domains in some mitochdondrial tRNAs that cannot be fit into the canonical secondary structure.
INTRODUCTION
Both computer science and molecular biology are evolving rapidly as disciplines, and predicting the structure, function and folding of macromolecules by theoretical or experimental means remains a challenging problem. Determ'ining common or consensus patterns among a family of sequences, producing a multiple sequence alignment, discriminating members of the family from non-members and discovering new members of the family will continue to be some of the most important and fundamental tasks in mathematical analysis and comparison of macromolecular sequences (1, 2) . Here we examine RNA from the perspective of formal language theory using computational linguistics to encompass vanous stuural phenomena observed in RNA rather than any information it might encode. The general approach is highly related to our earlier work on using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to model protein families and domains (3, 4) and to parse E.coli contigs into genes that code for protein separated by intergenic regions (5) .The HMM architecture we used (4 ) captures the intuition of a family of related sequences in terms of: a) a sequence of common positions each with its own distribution over the residues; b) the possibility for either skipping a position or inserting extra residues between consecutive positions; and c) allowing for the possibility that continuing an insertion or deletion is more likely than starting one. All the parameters in the HMM, i.e., the transition probabilities and the residue distributions, are learned entirely automatically from a set of unaligned primary sequences. These features are also present in the stochastic models used in this paper. Although in principle HMMs could be used to describe a family of RNA sequences, a major limitation of HMMs is that all positions are treated as having independent, non-interacting distributions. Clearly, this is unsuitable for RNA because if two positions are base-paired, the bases at these positions are likely to be highly correlated.
Here we describe a method for analyzing a family of RNA sequences that uses formal language theory to generalize HMMs to model most RNA interactions. The technique is applied to the problems of statistical modeling, multiple sequence alignment, discrimination and prediction of the secondary structure of RNA families in general and tRNA in particular. Tools for performing these functions are increasingly important as in itro evolution and selection techniques produce greater numbers of synthesized RNA families to supplement those related by phylogeny. To date, two principal methods have been established for predicting RNA secondary structure: phylogenetic analysis of homologous RNA molecules (6, 7, 8) and thermodynamics (9, 10, 11, 12) . When several related sequences are available that all share a common secondary structure, combinations of such approaches have been used to obtain improved results (13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20) . Several groups have enumerated schemes or programs to search for patterns in proteins or nucleic acid sequences (21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28) . String pattern-matching programs based on the UNIX grep search for secondary structure elements in a sequence database (29, 30) . If there is prior knowledge about sequence and structural aspects of an RNA family, this can be employed to create a descriptor (discriminating pattern) for the family, which can then be used for database searching or generating an alignment for the family. This has been demonstrated most clearly for tRNA (31, 32, 33) , where approximate string matching proved to be important. Our method of descriptor construction, multiple alignment and folding differs markedly from conventional techniques because it builds a *To whom correspondence should be addressed 'Present address: ISIS, Fujitsu Labs Ltd., 140, Miyamoto, Numazu, Shizuoka 410-03, Japan .=/ 1994 Oxford University Press statistical model during rather than after the process of alignment and folding, and the resultant model is itself a descriptor for the RNA family.
Recently, Searls has argued the benefits of viewing the character strings representing DNA, RNA and protein as sentences derived from a formal grammar (34) . The simplest kind of grammar is a regular grammar, in which strings are derived from productions (rewriting rules) of the forms S-aS and S-a, where S is a nonterminal symbol which does not appear in the final string, and a is a terminal symbol, which appears as a letter in the final string. Context-free granmars (CFGs) allow a broader class of productions which are crucial to model the base-pairing structure in RNA. CFGs allow for productions of the form S-ASU ,S-USA, S-GSC and S-C SG, which describe the structure in RNA due to Watson-Crick base pairing. Using productions of this type, a CFG can specify the language of biological palindromes. Although CFGs cannot describe all RNA structure, they can account for enough to make useful models. (Currently, pseudoknots, base triples involving three positions, and interactions in parallel [versus the more usual anti-parallel] are not modeled.)
A stochastic grammar specifies a probability for each production in the grammar and thus assigns a probability to each string (sequence) it derives. Stochastic regular grammars are equivalent to HMMs and suggest an interesting generalization from HMMs to stochastic context-free grammars (SCFGs) (35) . Searls has proposed some analogs of stochastic grammars and methods for creating the grammar from training sequences in the form of costs and other trainable parameters used during parsing (36, 37) (Searls, unpublished manuscript). We have developed an integrated probabilistic framework for estimating the parameters of an SCFG which may prove to be a simpler and more effective approach. Our method is closely related to the 'covariance models' (CMs) of Eddy and Durbin (29) . CMs are equivalent to SCFGs, but the algorithms we use for training are different. An in-depth comparison of the two methods is given elsewhere (38, 39) .
In this paper, we focus on validating the use of SCFGs to model RNA by applying them to tRNA. We create a statistical model of tRNA by generating a SCFG incorporating base-pairing information in a manner similar to our construction of an HMM (4 ). This model is used to discriminate tRNA from other RNAs of similar length, obtain a multiple sequence alignment and ascertain the secondary structure of new tRNAs. The results indicate that the RNA SCFG model appears to be a good discriminator. A detailed examination of the SCFG-produced secondary structures and alignments indicates that they agree extremely well with previously determined ones (40) and in some cases suggest improvements. Further details on our methods and results can be found in (38, 39 Let S denote any nonterminal symbol, a denote any terminal symbol, and a denote any sequence of terminal and nonterminal symbols. Each production has the form S-a, indicating that the nonterminal S can be replaced by the sequence ax. See Figure la for a small set of possible productions in a grammar representing a set of RNA sequences having a common structure. These productions can be classified into four types. S-aSa describe base-pairs (for example, S-GSC represents a G-C basepair). S-aS and S-a describe unpaired bases. S-S, called skip productions, are equivalent to deletions, in that their use allows no nucleotide to appear at that position in a multiple alignment. These productions are also employed to omit substructures. For example, adding the production S3-S4 to the grammar shown in Figure la allows the option of deriving a string that does not contain the right arm shown in Figure Id . Finally, S-SS productions describe branched secondary structures. For example, in the example grammar, the production S3-S4 Sg derives a branched structure, the left branch derived by productions starting from nonterminal S4, and the right branch derived by productions starting from nonterminal Sq.
A derivation is a rewriting of a sequence using the rules of the grammar. It begins with a sequence that consists only of the start symbol So. In each step of the derivation, a nonterminal from the current sequence is chosen and replaced with the righthand side of a production for that nonterminal. This replacement process is repeated until the sequence consists of terminal symbols only. A simple derivation is shown in Figure lb 
Slo -G sll C, sil -A S12 U, S12-U S13, S13-C c. Parse tree For every derivation there exists a corresponding parse tree, representing the syntactic structure of the sequence produced by the derivation (see Figure lc ). For RNA, this corresponds to the physical secondary structure (solid lines in Figure Id) . The primary sequence of the derived RNA may be obtained by tracing the letters from left to right along the frontier of the tree (dashed line in Figure ld) . The secondary structure can be seen in the links between nucleotides that are derived from base-pairing productions. Contiguous stretches of these base pairs are helices. The nesting structure of the helices in Figure ld is apparent in the derivation: reading the sequence left-to-right, the bottom two helices are clearly nested within the topmost helix, giving the nesting '((()'.(As mentioned above, CFGs can only represent secondary structure with properly nested helices; they cannot represent pseudoknots. When we model a family with pseudoknots, these are currently ignored.)
In a SCFG, every production for a nonterminal S has an associated probability value such that a probability distribution exists over the set of productions for S. These probabilities are used to define a probability for each parse tree. The probability of a parse tree is the product of the probabilities of the production instances applied to produce it. Thus in an SCFG, one can think of a parse tree as the result of a stochastic process in which each nonterminal symbol is replaced independently at random according to a specified distribution over possible replacements for that symbol. Further details on SCFGs can be found in the tutorial paper (41) .
Finding the best parse
CFGs are generally ambiguous because a grammar may give more than one parse tree for a sequence and alternative parse trees reflect alternative secondary structures (foldings). In a SCFG, this ambiguity can be resolved by selecting the parse tree with the highest probability, which we call the most likely parse tree. There is a well-known dynamic-programming procedure that, for SCFGs of the type we use, can determine the most likely parse tree for a sequence s in time proportional to the cube of the length of s (41) . We call it the modified CYK algorithm, because it is a variant of the CYK algorithm used to parse contextfree grammars (42) . Finding the most likely parse tree using this CYK variant is similar to the use of the Viterbi algorithm to find the most likely path through an HMM (43) . The algorithm is also used in (29) , and is related to other dynamic programming algorithms used to fold RNA sequences (44, 45) .
To predict the secondary structure for a sequence sin the family modeled by an SCFG, we find the most likely parse tree for s with the modified CYK algorithm, and then predict that s has the secondary structure represented by that parse tree. The output of the modified CYK algorithm is designed so we can display this predicted secondary structure graphically using XRNA, an X Windows-based program for editing and display of RNA primary, secondary and tertiary structure (46) . See (39) for examples. The modified CYK algorithm can also be used to obtain multiple sequence alignments just as the Viterbi algorithm (43) can for HMMs (4) . Key nonterminal symbols (called match nonterninals) are identified that each derive either a single letter or two base-paired letters in the consensus structure common to the RNA family being modeled. Each match nonterminal is associated with a column (or pair of columns) in the multiple alignment that corresponds the position of its letter(s) in the consensus structure. To produce the multiple alignment, we find the most likely parse tree for each sequence s individually, and then print s such that the letter(s) derived from each match nonterminal that occurs in the parse tree of s appears in the column(s) associated with that match nonterminal, inserting dashes and deleting extra inserted characters as necessary.
Negative log likelihood of a sequence A stochastic context free grammar G also defines a probability distribution over all sequences that can be derived from G. The probability of a sequence s is the sum of probabilities of all possible parse trees for s that can be obtained from the grammar G. This probability is denoted Prob (s G). It can be calculated using a variant of the modified CYK algorithm known as the inside algorithm, analogous to the forward algorithm used to calculate the probability of a sequence given an HMM model (43) . This procedure is described in (41) . The time for this procedure is also cubic in the length of the sequence. We call the quantity -log(Prob (s G)) the negative log likelihood (NLL) score of the sequence s. The NLL score quantifies how well the sequence s fits the grammar-how likely it is that the grammar would produce the sequence s. Thus it is natural to use this score to discriminate sequences in the family modeled by the grammar from those not in the family. However, this raw NLL score is too dependent on the test sequence's length to be used directly in discrimination. Hence, it is normalized to produce a Z-score: the difference between the NLL score of a sequence and the average NLL score of a typical RNA sequence of the same length not in the family, measured in standard deviations (4) . We use the Z-score to discriminate tRNA sequences from non-tRNA sequences by choosing a Z-score cutoff and classifying sequences above the cutoff as tRNAs. Although it is not clear that the normalized scores actually exhibit Gaussian tails for non-tRNAs, this kind of Gaussian approximation has worked for HMMs (4) . Estimating the parameters of an SCFG There is a standard method for estimating the parameters of an SCFG (i.e. the probabilities of the productions) from a set of training sequences. This procedure is known as the inside-outside algorithm (41 ) . Just like the forward-backward algorithm for HMMs, this procedure is an expectationmaximization (EM) method for obtaining either maximum likelihood or maximum a posteriori estimates of the grammar's parameters. Because each iteration of the main loop in the 1. Start with an initial grammar Go. 2. Use grammar Go and the modified CYK algorithm to parse the raw input sequences, producing a tree representation for each sequence indicating which nucleotides are base-paired. This set of initial trees is denoted To. Set Tald = 0 and T,ew = To.
3. While T,,,, #6 Told do the following: 3a. Set To4d = Tneu.
3b. Use Tad trees as input to the Tree-Grammar Reestimator algorithm, which iteratively re-estimates the grammar parameters until they stabilize. The grammar with the final stabilized probability values is called new grammar Gn,.w. 3c. Use grammar G,,..,, and the modified CYK algorithm to parse the input sequences, producing a new set of trees T7,,. in PART l). ( Step 2). Then we reestimate the SCFG parameters using the partially folded sequences and Tree-Grammar Reestimator (Step 3b); following this we refold the sequences using the refined parameters (Step Figure 5 . Fraction of base pairs specified by the EMBLTRNA alignment that matched in our grammars' predicted multiple alignments (ZeroTrain shows statistics for the pre-training initial grammar).
3c). In this way, Tree-Grammar Reestimator can be used even when precise biological knowledge of the base pairing is not available. The Tree-Grammar Reestimator algorithm iteratively finds the best parse for each sequence in the training set and then readjusts the production probabilities to maximize the probability of these parses. This takes only time linear in the sequence length per sequence per iteration, with the number of iterations typically on the order of 100.
Step 3c takes time cubic in the length of each sequence, but is typically executed only 2 or 3 times for each sequence.
Data, training and testing
The sequences and alignments of 1477 tRNAs were taken from the database of Sprinzl and co-workers (40) (referred to as EMBLTRNA). Modified bases were converted to their unmodified form. Removal of duplicate sequences left a total of 1222 unique sequences between 51 and 93 bases in length for use in testing and training ( Figure 3 ). For the discrimination experiments, we generated 2016 non-tRNA test sequences from the non-tRNA features (including mRNA, rRNA, and CDS) in NewGenBank 75.0+ and GenBank75.0. We created 20 nontRNA sequences for each sequence length between 20 and 120 bases. (The original size of the data set was 2020 because we discarded four anomalous tRNAs that appeared in this set of nontRNAs through unusual labeling in GenBank. We discovered these when the trained grammars 'misclassified' them in discrimination experiments.) The Tree-Grammar EM algorithm was used to reestimate the probability parameters in an initial grammar using varying numbers of unfolded and unaligned tRNA training sequences (Figure 3 ). For 100 training sequences, the run time was approximately 3-4 hours on a Sun Sparc station 10/30. Finding the most likely parse for each sequence given a grammar (Step 3c) required 2-3 CPU seconds for a typical tRNA sequence on a DEC AXP 3000/400 running OSF/l.
We examined the ability of each of the four grammars, ZeroTrain, MT1OCY10, MT100, and RandomTRNA618, to perform three tasks: to discriminate tRNAs from non-tRNAs, to produce multiple sequence alignments and to ascertain the secondary structure of new sequences.
RESULTS
Multiple alignments and secondary structure For each of the four grammars shown in Figure 3 , a multiple sequence alignment was produced for all 1222 tRNAs. Figure  4 shows results for the best trained grammar, RandomTRNA618. The predicted alignment agrees substantially Figure 6 . Alignment of selected tRNAs (top) where the grammar-predicted alignments suggest (small) improvements over those in EMBLTRNA. EMBLTRNA (59) is shown first, followed by alignments produced by MT100, MTlOCY10 and RandomTRNA618 (in cases where grammars produced identical alignments, only one example is shown). Residues in lower case in helical regions denote positions where the EMBLTRNA and granunar alignments differ (unpaired nucleotides are also depicted in lower case and are not shown aligned). Shown below is information on the sequences where 'Sequence set' is one of the groups listed in Figure  5 . Using grammars MT100 and MTlOCY10 only sequences 1-3 and 9-10 can be discriminated from non-tRNA (Z-score > 5) whereas the rest cannot (Z-score < 4). With RandomTRNA618 1-3 and 10 can be discriminated, 4-7 cannot and the remainder have Z-scores between 4 and 5.
Base pairing((((((( (((( )))) ((((( 1 TRUSTED GGGCUAU--------uaGCUCagcgguagagcgc--gCGCCC-------cugauaaGGGCG-----aggucUCUGG-uucaaauCCAGGAUAGCCCa---MT100 GGGCUAU---------uaGCUC--agcgguagagcgcgCGCCC-----cugauaaGGGCG-----aggucUCUGG-uucaaauCCAGGAUAGCCCa---2 TRUSTED GCCCCUA--------uaGUUG---aaacacaacc--aAGAGC---------uuuucacGCUCU-----uaaguUUGAG-uuaaaauCUCAUAGGAGCu---
with the EMBLTRNA alignment (40 ): boundaries of helices and loops are the same and the major difference is the extra arm, which is highly variable in its length and sequence.
To assess the accuracy of the predicted foldings, we computed the percentage of base pairs specified by the EMBLTRNA alignment that are also present in the secondary structure predicted by the grammar (Figure 5 ). In the sequence sets ARCHAE and VIRUS, every one of the three trained grammars captures all the base pairing present in EMBLTRNA. In the case of cY, CYANELCHLORO, EUBACT and MT, the agreement between EMBLTRNA and grammar-predicted base pairings is extremely good, but for PART III it is considerably poorer.
We examined in detail all cases where base pairing in alignments produced by MT1OCY10, MT100, and Figure 6 . A notable example are the PART 11 mammalian mitochondrial tRNAs lacking the D-domain, and mollusc, insect and echinoderm mitochondrial tRNAs with extended anticodons and T-stems. Here, the grammar-generated alignment suggests a readjustment of residues in the 5' side of the T-helix, and flanking unpaired residues, creating a T-stem with a greater number of Watson -Crick base pairs than in EMBLTRNA.
Discriminating tRNAs from non-tRNAs To test the ability of our grammars to discriminate tRNA from other RNA sequences of similar length, for each of our trained grammars, we computed the Z-score of every sequence in our tRNA database and every sequence in our set of 2016 non-tRNAs. Although the highest Z-score of any non-tRNA is never much greater than 4, we do not consider a tRNA sequence to be succesfully discriminated from the non-tRNAs unless its Z-score is greater than 5. For each grammar, Figure 7 shows the number of tRNAs in each family that are successfully discriminated from the non-tRNAs using this criterion and Figure 8 gives F on branch-and-bound methods (54) or heuristics. It is currently not clear which approach will be best. The former problem might be solved by the development of effective methods for learning the grammar itself from training sequences. The work of Eddy and Durbin is an important step in this direction (29) . Their method relies on correlations between columns in a multiple alignment (20, 19, 13, 18, 17, 45) to discover the essential basepairing structure in an RNA family. Another approach would be to use a method like that proposed by Waterman (13) to find helices in a rough initial multiple alignment, use these helices to design a simple initial grammar in a semi-automated fashion using a high-level RNA grammar specification language, then use the grammar to obtain a better multiple alignment, and iterate this process until a suitable result is obtained (55) . Another important direction for further research is the development of stochastic grammars for tRNA and other RNA families that can be used to search databases for these structures at the DNA level. In order to do this, the grammar must be modified to allow for the possibility of introns in the sequence, and the parsing method modified so that it can efficiently search for RNAs that are embedded within larger sequences. Durbin and Eddy have implemented the latter modifications in their tRNA experiments and report good results in searching the GenBank structural RNA database and 2.2 Mb of C.elegans genomic sequence for tRNAs, even without using special intron models. In our earlier work (56 ), we reported very preliminary results on modifying tRNA grammars to accommodate introns. Since there is significant 'information content' in tRNA at both the primary sequence and secondary structure level, it might be possible to scan database sequences for these consensus sequences, perhaps using a conventional weight matix at low threshold, and then use the grammar on isolated hits rather than uniformly over the whole sequence. Although such a preprocessing approach could prune the search space greatly making the parsing more tractable, it may not be applicable to RNAs more complex than tRNA. Overall, we see no insurmountable obstacles in developing effective stochastic grammar-based search methods, but predict that the main practical problem will be dealing with the long computation time required by the present methods.
Finally, there is the question of what further generalizations of HMMs beyond SCFGs might be useful. The key advantage of our method over the HMM method is that it allows us to explicitly deal with RNA secondary structure. By extending stochastic models of strings to stochastic models of trees, we can model the base-pairing interactions of the molecule which determine its secondary structure. This progression is similar to the path taken by the late King Sun Fu and colleagues in their development of the field of syntactic pattern recognition (57) . Modeling pseudoknots and higher-order structure would require still more general methods. One possibility would be to consider stochastic graph granmars (see the introductory survey by Engelfriet and Rozenberg [58] ) in hopes of obtaining a more general model of the interactions present in the molecule beyond the primary structure. If a stochastic graph grammar framework could be developed that included both an efficient method of finding the most probable folding of the molecule given the grammar and an efficient EM method for estimating the grammar's parameters from folded examples, then extensions of our approach to more challenging problems, including RNA tertiary structure determination and protein folding, would be possible. This is perhaps the most interesting direction for future research suggested by the results of this paper.
